Transform the teaching and learning of Drama and English Literature with an expanding range of exciting full text, video and audio collections…

Drama Online

From thousands of full text plays and practical guides to videos of live productions and audio plays, an expanding range of collections is available on the award-winning Drama Online platform. Each collection is available as a separate subscription.

Relevance to the curriculum…

Drama Online contains core curriculum must-haves for English Literature, Theatre Studies and Drama at KS3 and above.

Playtext Collection…

- Over 1,370 full text plays from new writers to the most iconic names in playwriting history, and including core curriculum must-haves.
- Invaluable contextual and critical background through access to an expanding range of annotated student editions, scholarly works and practical guides from renowned publishers and imprints such as Faber and Faber, Bloomsbury, Methuen Drama, and Arden Shakespeare.

Hollow Crown Series 1 and 2 Collection…

- **Series 1:** Four filmed adaptations of Shakespeare’s History Plays – Richard II, Henry IV Part 1, Henry IV Part 2, and Henry V, following events during 16 years of dynastic and political power play.
- **Series 2:** Filmed adaptations of Henry VI in two parts and Richard III, tell the story of the Wars of the Roses.

BBC Drama Films and Documentaries Collection…

- 36 film adaptations of classic and contemporary plays from Sophocles and Shakespeare, to Oscar Wilde, Henrik Ibsen, August Strindberg, Bernard Shaw and contemporary, Michael Frayn and Joe Penhall.

Shakespeare’s Globe on Screen Collection…

- Full length filmed productions of 21 Shakespeare plays plus Doctor Faustus – over 60 hours of live theatre.

Nick Hern Books Collection…

- Over 400 titles – from modern classics to exciting new works.
- Titles from the popular Drama Classics series, including foreign works in translation from Nikolai Gogol, Alfred Jarry, Molière and more.

Shakespeare/Early Modern Drama Video Collection…

- Specially filmed versions of live theatre including Hamlet starring Maxine Peake, and Stage on Screen productions of Doctor Faustus, The Duchess of Malfi, The School for Scandal and Volpone.
- Six-hour Shakespeare acting masterclass led by Patsy Rodenburg.

Great functionality…

The Drama Online platform offers a range of specially created and innovative tools to support teaching, learning and performance – for example:
- Filter results by content type, genre, period, author, setting and more.
- Select plays to perform via cast size and gender of roles.
- Search for monologues by many criteria.
- See how and when characters interact through the ‘Character Grid’.

Find out more at www.jcsonlineresources.org
JCS Online Resources . . .

Saving schools time and money

A comprehensive range of high quality online educational resources is available to schools at the very best prices through JCS Online Resources.

From general reference to subject-focused resources, and from image databases and video lectures to newspaper archives, JCS provides a convenient central subscription service for online products from more than a dozen publishers.

Subscribing is quick and easy using our online ordering system, and our friendly and efficient team is on hand if you have any questions.

Wide choice of resources…
More than 25 specially selected educational resources are available through JCS. These include:

■ Subject-specific databases including journal articles, e-books, and primary source material plus multimedia content.
■ Newspaper and magazine archives.
■ General reference resources including encyclopedias, dictionaries and more.
■ Video lectures, copyright-cleared images and other multimedia content.
■ Curriculum-mapped games, simulations and quizzes.

Specially negotiated pricing…
JCS has negotiated the best possible pricing for individual schools. What’s more, for many resources, extra discounts are available for schools in a region that subscribe as a group (both formal and informal), or through organisations such as School Library Services.

Convenient online ordering…
Simply register for an account on our online ordering system and get quotes for resources from over a dozen publishers in seconds! All licences are available online too, making the whole subscription process quick and easy.

Excellent customer service…
Our friendly and efficient team pride themselves on providing exceptional service to customers.

Develop students’ study skills and information literacy…
Ensuring that students of all ages understand the importance of “knowing the source” is more important than ever in the internet age.

By subscribing to trusted resources available through JCS, and thereby providing your students with a safe learning environment, you will help them to develop the vital information literacy skills they need to reach their full potential in education and the workplace.

“The advantage of using these databases is that the information they provide has been written and reviewed by experts.”
(Oxford “Using Sources”)

Encourage independent learning…
Offering a wide range of intuitive yet powerful search and browse options, resources available through JCS provide great support for independent learning and promote the development of research skills.

“The quality and breadth of information provided through carefully selected databases enables our students to take their research to a higher level.”
Sheila Compton, Librarian, Dame Alice Owen’s School

Great support for teachers…
A wide range of materials are available free of charge to support busy teachers in using resources available through JCS – everything from ideas for classroom activities to interesting topics for homework and projects.

Teachers can also include direct links to information within resources from learning platforms and reading lists.

Unlimited simultaneous user access – anytime, anywhere…
An unlimited number of staff and students can access resources available through JCS at the same time. What’s more, in addition to access within schools, teachers and students can benefit from 24/7 access to resources from anywhere – for example via a link on a secure school intranet.

FIND OUT MORE…
www.jcsonlineresources.org
GET A FREE TRIAL…
www.jcsonlineresources.org/trials
GET A PRICE QUOTE…
www.jcsonlineresources.org/quotes
KEEP UP TO DATE…
www.jcsonlineresources.org/newsletters
@JCSResources
@JCSOnlineResources
GET IN TOUCH…
info@jcsonlineresources.org
+44 (0)1865 987211

Find out more about JCS Online Resources at www.jcsonlineresources.org